TC IDENTIFY™

Threat Intelligence Delivered
with ThreatConnect

Get More Than
Just a List of
Indicators

TC Identify™ provides vetted, actionable threat intelligence compiled from our own ThreatConnect
Research Team, more than 100 open source feeds, crowdsourced intelligence from within our dozens
of communities, and the option to add intelligence from any of our TC Exchange™ partners. The
intelligence leverages the full power of the ThreatConnect data model plus automated enrichments
for robust analyst-curated context. Intelligence delivered within the ThreatConnect Platform tells the
story behind the activity and shows how it is tied to other events in the Platform – providing the full
picture, so you can make a confident decision on how to act.

REDUCE FALSE POSITIVES

Enhance detection in your organization
öö Easily send threat intel to your tools (like a SIEM or a
firewall) as indicators of compromise and Yara rules
öö Instantly see platform ratings, team votes, and
observation count per indicator or incident
öö View how often and how recently an indicator has been
marked as a false positive

AGGREGATE THREAT DATA

All of your data in one place
öö Combine your premium sources with 100+ OSINT feeds
öö Add tags and attributes to segment your data for
further analysis (for example, look at all data with a
‘APT’ or a ‘Fancy Bear’ tag)
öö Create custom filters, write queries, and view
observation counts on our Browse Screen

öö Access exclusive ThreatConnect Incidents containing
information on targeted attacks and crimeware
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öö View their world-renowned research on events like the
DNC Hack, the Anthem Breach, and more
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öö Get analyst-curated threat intelligence from our in-house
Research team – not just a list of indicators
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Get access to our ThreatConnect Research Team
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WHY THREATCONNECT?

We know security operations and threat intelligence are
not one size fits all. That’s why we offer a suite of products
designed for teams of all sizes and maturity levels. And
because each of our products is built on our fully extensible
Platform, ThreatConnect will adapt to your organization as it
grows and changes.

Find Threats, Evaluate Risk, and
Mitigate Harm to Your Organization

Maturity Paths
ThreatConnect
Platform

THREATCONNECT PRODUCTS

Threat Intelligence for Any Maturity Level
TC Identify

TC Manage

TC Analyze

TC Complete
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Automated Email Import







Manage Incidents and Tasks











Create Threat Intelligence
Create Private Communities



Orchestration Feature



Custom Indicator Types





About ThreatConnect ®
ThreatConnect arms organizations with a power ful defense against c yber threats and the conf idence to make strategic business decisions. Built on the industr y ’s
only intelligence - driven, extensible securit y plat form, ThreatConnect provides a suite of products designed to meet the threat intelligence ag gregation, analysis and
automation needs of securit y teams at any maturit y level. More than 1,60 0 companies and agencies worldwide deploy the ThreatConnect plat form to fully integrate
their securit y technologies, teams, and processes with relevant threat intelligence resulting in reduced detection to response time and enhanced asset protection.
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